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Mind Game

When a woman from a community where he
exposed school-board corruption years earlier is
found dead, Virgil Flowers identifies clues
linking the case to a 20-year high school reunion
and its related traumas, dramas and rivalries.

Searching for a long-missing treasure in
Scotland, Jane MacGuire experiences vivid
dreams of a girl in danger at the same time she
reconnects with a volatile ex and is confronted
by stunning changes in the lives of those closest
to her.

by John Sandford

by Iris Johansen

Second Chance Girl

Lilac Lane

A biologist finds herself falling for her
handsome neighbor after they spend time
together trying to adopt a herd for her lonely
giraffe, in the second novel of the series
following You Say It First.

A proud woman, reeling from the loss of the
first man she was able to love decades after the
abandonment of her husband, is urged to return
to her Virginia home to help run an Irish pub,
where she clashes with an equally strong-minded
chef who shares many of her heartaches.

by Susan Mallery

by Sherryl Woods

The People vvs.
s. Alex Cross

The Midnight Line

Charged with gunning down followers of his
nemesis Gary Soneji in cold blood, Alex Cross is
wrongly portrayed as a trigger-happy corrupt
cop while he struggles to prove to a skeptical jury
and dwindling supporters that his actions were
in self defense.

Spotting a hard-won women's West Point class
ring in a pawn shop, Jack Reacher fights a biker
gang and a South Dakota gangster to discover
the truth about the ring and why its owner sold
it.

by James Patterson

by Lee Child

End Game

Two Kinds of T
Truth
ruth

Returning home from an overseas mission to
discover that his boss has gone missing in remote
Colorado, Will Robie and his sometime partner,
Jessica Reel, team up in an increasingly violent
small town, where their lives are soon in
jeopardy.

An investigation into the murder of a young
pharmacist leads Harry Bosch and San
Fernando's detective squad into the big-business
world of pill mills and prescription drug abuse at
the same time an old case from Bosch's days with
the LAPD returns to haunt him.

by David Baldacci

by Michael Connelly

The Rooster Bar

Parting Shot

The author of such best-sellers as A Time to Kill
and The Pelican Brief presents a latest highoctane thriller of non-stop suspense.

A standalone spin-off from the Promise Falls
trilogy finds Cal Weaver investigating threats
made against an accused killer's family in spite of
local outrage, a case that embroils him in a
vicious revenge plot.

by John Grisham

by Linwood Barclay

